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The cycling of radionuclid.es and effects of radiation in the marine
environment are studied at the Radiobiological Laboratory. To gain a more
complete understanding of the events following the introduction of radio-
nuclides into the marine environment, we are investigating basic problems
in ecology, radiobiology, biochemistry and geochemistry. Emphasis is
placed on the cycling of radioactive trace metals through the water,
sediment, and biota of the environment and the transmission of these metals
through the food web of the sea. Because ionizing radiations from the
introduced radionuclid.es interact with other environmental factors to
affect the growth and survival of the biota, we are determining the
responses of marine organisms to radiation in various environmental
situations.

Laboratory facilities consist of a two-storey laboratory, a high-
level radiation building, and a storage building containing a crematory
for ashing radioactive organisms,, The main building has office and '
laboratory space for approximately 16 investigators and supporting staff
plus space for visiting investigators. There are now 23 permanent staff
members. The main building houses two large salt-water' laboratories,
three constant temperature rooms and several counting and instrument rooms.
Salt water is supplied to the salt-water laboratories, three research
laboratories and to the radiation buildings Specialized equipment
available to investigators includes an atomic absorption spectrophotometer;
differential respirometer; continuous flow, refrigerated centrifuge 5 512-
channel analyser and. low-level detecting equipment; a small animal detector,
single-channel analyser equipped with detectors of various sizes, an X-ray
machine; and two cobalt-60 irradiators: a J-curie single-point source used
for continuous irradiation and a 1500-curie self-contained source in which
marine organisms can be irradiated in flowing sea water. Field equipment is
also available.

Research activities of the laboratory are separated into four
programmes, three concerned with cycling of radionuclici.es, and one with the
effects of radiation. Our research is presented under the headings of
Estuanne Ecology, Biqgeqchemistry, Pollution Studies and Radiation
Effects.
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A. Estuarine neology (C.L. Schelske)
The Estuarine Ecology Programme investigates the biological
productivity of estuaries and the distribution of naturally occurring
(fall-out) radioactivity. The aim of this research is prediction" of
the fate of radionuclides introduced into the estuarine environment -
especially their accxuaulrtion by organisms consumed, by humans.
Accuracy in estimating this accumulation in edible species requires,
however, knowledge of the pathways and mechanisms of accumulation
for the entire ecosystem. Shallow estuaries are different from, and
in some ways more complex than the open sea, because of the ease with
which materials may move between the water and the sediment, and the'
presence of food chains based, on primary producers other than
phytoplankton. Work is being done on the rate of primary production'
by phytoplankton, attached al ~ae and higher plants, and transfer of
this production to other trophic levels, because the flow of energy
controls the cycle of materials and thus the movement of radionuclides.
Estuarine organisms are being- systematically collected and analysed
for gamma activity; biological indicators of radioactivity are
identified and studied to determine the physiological oharacteris.ti.es
which cause them to accumulate specific radionuclides.

B. Blogeocheraistry (D;A. Volfe)

The rapid accumulation of raclioa so topes by marine organisms suggests
that active ion transport processes supply some of their metabolic
mineral requirements. We are therefore studying the mechanisms of
ion transport through cell membranes and determining the distribution
and metabolic functions of stable and radioactive ions within the
cells of certain estuarine organises.

Ion transport is being studied in a tropical coenocytic green
alga,, Vj,lon..ia jventricosa. llembrane potentials are determined by
inserting KGl-filled microcapillnry pipettes through the membranes
for voltage measurements. Ion flukes are determined from movements
of radioisotopes or from changes in ion concentrations which are
measured '"by flame photometry or by electrometric titration»
Gytoplasmic ion concentrations and the potentials across the
plasmalemma and tonoplast of the cell are currently bein; measured
so that transport processes inside of the cell can be described.

The anatomical and subcellular distribution and the physio-
logical function of various minerals are being studied in the
American oyster, Cr.ass_qstrre_a _yir;:̂ inica. Oysters are separated into
the major tissues which are then fractionated into sub-cellular
particulate fractions by differential centnfugation and analysed
for trace metals by atomic absorption. Soluble met'alloproteins
are chroma.togra.phed, and the protein fractions are characterized by
ultraviolet absorption, nitrogen content, mineral content, and
enzymatic activity. Inhibition of purified raetalloenzymes by metal,
completing agents and reversal of the inhibition by various metals
will be used to demonstrate the specific "binding capacities of the
enzymes.



Sstuarine organisms and sediments must also be characterized
chemically before conclusions on accumulation or exchange of radio-
isotopes can be drawn. Environmental samples collected for radioassay
are also analysed for total trace metal content by atonic absorption
spectrophotometry. This new project is being expanded to include
facilities for additional elements so that our !aaowledge of the
cycling of elements and their radionuclides in the estuarine
environment can be correlated with compositional data.

0. Pollution Studies (T,U. Dulce)

Experiments are conducted to explore the routes and rates by which
radioactivity released into the estuarine environment might be
returned to man. ''Research activities range in scope from experiments
conducted in tfie natufal environment with communities of organisms to
those conducted in the laboratory with single species of organisms
maintained in small volumes of water.

Observations are made on the cycling of raclionuclides" released
in artificial tidal ponds and other more natural environments. By
following the uptake of the radioisotopes by the biota it is possible
to compare the rates of accumulation by the different species of
organisms because they are all exposed to the same environmental
factors. The rates should be approximately those which would occur
in the sea since tile physiological condition of the organisms should
be similar to their normal conditions. Samples of the biota,, sediment,
and water are removed from the pond periodically, and analysed for
radioactivity. Organisms are analysed alive and returned to the pond
so that the ecology of the pond will be unchanged. At the end of the
experiment, components of the pond -are analysed for stable element
content so that their specific activity can be calculated.

All processes occurring in an estuary cannot be studied in situ;
therefore, experiments also are conducted uncter controlled conditions
in the laboratory. For example, the interaction of environmental
factors such as pH, temperature, salinity, and stable element
concentration on the exchange of radionuclides between sediments and
sea water and the accumulation of these radionuclides by estuarine
organisms 1*5 determined by varying one of these factors while the
others are maintained constant. Other experiments conducted in the
laboratory include studies of the retention of radiortuclldes by fish
and shellfish and the passage of radionuclides from 'water to
phytoplanlcton to organisms of other trophic levels. Analysis of
related stable element content of the organisms in-each trophic level
are made so that the passage of a radionuclide through the food chain
can "be related to, the specific activity of the organisms and their
environment.

Future plans for research include investigations on the movement
of radionuclides in an estuary. These investigations will encompass
studies of the physiographic and oceanographic features of the
estuary; spatial and seasonal fluctuations in the distribution of
organisms; population densities; temporal and spatial distribution of
salinity, pH, and temperature; and the distribution of related stable
elements.
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D. Radiation Effects (J.W. Angelovic)
Research on the effects of ionizing radiation on marine organisms
is a logical sequel to the investigations of the fate of radioactive
materials in the marine environment. Our main objectives are to
determine the influence of environmental factors on the response of
estuarine organisms to ionizing radiation and to characterize the
physiological effects of radiation on these organisms. We are now
investigating the influences of temperature, salinity, population,
space, and food on the responses of estuarine organisms to radiation.
In an estuary, salinity and temperature largely characterize the
physico-chemical properties of the water and control the fauna.
Effects of temperature upon the radiation response of mammals and
fresh-water fish are well documented, "but there are little datp,
concerning the e'ffects of temperature on the response of marine
organisms to radiation and, to our knowledge, no data on the
influence of salinity. We are describing the interactions of
radiation, salinity, and temperature by subjecting various develop-
mental stages of resident estuarine species to combinations of the
three factors and measuring changes in their LD-50's, growth, and
respiration. Preliminary work indicates salinity can modify
LD-50's of estuarine species. Newly hatched brine shrimp, exposed
to different doses of radiation, are reared in various combinations
of population density and water volume to determine the influence
on their growth and survival. Similarly designed experiments will
test, the influence of food supply. Results from constant
irradiation will be compared with those from acute doses.

We are also characterizing the radiation syndrome in marine
fish by following changes in the blood, tissues, organs, and
membrane permeability. The haematopoietic system is especially
sensitive to radiation, and radiation syndromes usually include
changes in blood physiology. We have described changes in the
cellular blood components of a marine fish following lethal and
sub-lethal doses of radiation and plan to examine radiation-induced
changes in the ionic and osmotic concentrations of the blood, in the
electrophoretic patterns of the plasma proteins, in plasma enzyme
levels, and in blood cell volumes and distributions. We hope to
establish the order of appearance of radiation effects and the
tissues and organs which are most sensitive to radiation. This
information î ill be used with selected indicator organisms for
evaluation of radiation damage in contaminated areas.
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